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Progression of Farming Last 100 Years and The Future

Increase in Farm Productivity / Output


Traditional Ag

Precision Ag and Genetics

Decision Ag and Ag IoT

Making It Work (Horse to Mechanical)

Maximizing Performance (4WD, Electronics, Hyd.)

Minimizing, Efficiency Reliability and Cost (Guidance, ISO, Rate and Section Control)

Maximizing Potential (GMO, Fertilizer, Chemical)

Realizing Potential (Automation, IoT, Advanced Services)

Industry Inflection Point
STEP 1 – CREATE THE CONNECTED FARM!
Your machines are available when you need them and optimized for the current situation. You know what you have done and where. You have real-time information about potential issues and opportunities. You can easily move and manage access to your data. You also have the option to use data real-time for improvements.
STEP 2 – AUTOMATE THE CONNECTED FARM!
Your machines know they are where you need them and optimizing themselves for the current situation.

Your machines know what they have done and where. They are optimizing, maintaining and analyzing – real time.

Date is moving autonomously and Across the ecosystem. Data driven decisions are made real time for improvements.
THANK YOU!